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Fermi energies (EF = −0.17 to −0.43 eV). We observe that the carrier density (ns ∼ E 2F ) changes
linearly with Vg (Fig. 2C) and graphene has an intrinsic doping EF0 = −0.17 eV produced by charge
transfer from the silica. Next, the analytic model is used
to retrieve the protein permittivity from experimental
results by adjusting a Lorentzian permittivity
ep ðwÞ ¼ n21 ¼ n2∞ þ

2
X
k¼1

S 2k
w2k − w2 − iwgk

ð3Þ
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GALAXY EVOLUTION

An over-massive black hole in a
typical star-forming galaxy, 2 billion
years after the Big Bang
Benny Trakhtenbrot,1* C. Megan Urry,2,3,4 Francesca Civano,3,5 David J. Rosario,6
Martin Elvis,5 Kevin Schawinski,1 Hyewon Suh,5,7
Angela Bongiorno,8 Brooke D. Simmons9
Supermassive black holes (SMBHs) and their host galaxies are generally thought to coevolve,
so that the SMBH achieves up to about 0.2 to 0.5% of the host galaxy mass in the present
day. The radiation emitted from the growing SMBH is expected to affect star formation
throughout the host galaxy. The relevance of this scenario at early cosmic epochs is not yet
established. We present spectroscopic observations of a galaxy at redshift z = 3.328, which
hosts an actively accreting, extremely massive BH, in its final stages of growth. The SMBH
mass is roughly one-tenth the mass of the entire host galaxy, suggesting that it has grown
much more efficiently than the host, contrary to models of synchronized coevolution. The host
galaxy is forming stars at an intense rate, despite the presence of a SMBH-driven gas outflow.

S

everal lines of observational evidence, spanning a wide range of cosmic epochs, have
led to a commonly accepted picture wherein supermassive black holes (SMBHs, MBH >
106 M⊙ ; M⊙ is the solar mass) coevolve with

their host galaxies (1–4). Moreover, energy- and/
or momentum-driven “feedback” from accreting
SMBHs (Active Galactic Nuclei; AGN) is thought
to quench star formation in the host galaxy (5).
To directly test the relevance of such scenarios at
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Good agreement is observed between experimental and calculated spectra (Fig. 2B) for the
protein Lorentzian parameters upon least-squares
fitting. The extracted permittivity has a nondispersive term n2∞ = 2.08 and shows two absorption
peaks at 1668 and 1532 cm−1, matching the amide
I and II bands, respectively (Fig. 2D). The fitted
permittivity is also in good agreement with independent protein permittivity measurements
from ellipsometry for n2∞ and IR reflection absorption spectroscopy (IRRAS) for Sk, wk, and gk
(20). There is, however, a small discrepancy,
which we attribute to a slight overestimate of
plasmon-protein coupling in the theoretical model.
These results indicate that the proposed graphene
biosensor combines refractive index sensing, so far
a prerogative of visible plasmonic sensors, with the
unique chemical specificity of mid-IR spectroscopy, together with the extra degree of freedom
enabled by the graphene electro-optical tunability.
The characteristics of our graphene biosensor
become more evident by comparing its spectral
response to that of a state-of-the-art metallic localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) sensor
composed of a gold dipole-antenna array (Fig. 3).
Both devices are first operated in a spectral range
free of protein vibrational modes by setting graphene at Vg = –20 V and designing a gold dipole
length L = 2.6 mm (Fig. 3A). Upon protein immobilization, we detect a resonance shift of 160 cm−1 for
graphene, which is approximately 6 times the
27 cm−1 shift obtained with gold. Next, the operation spectrum is moved toward the protein
amide I and II bands by setting graphene at Vg =
–120 V and using a different gold sensor with L =
2.1 mm (Fig. 3B). Clearly, dynamic tunability of
graphene is one of its main advantages over gold
for surface-enhanced IR absorption (SEIRA), enabling sensing over a broad spectrum with a single device. In addition, for the SEIRA signal corresponding
to the amide I band, the graphene sensor features
a signal modulation of 27%, which is almost 3
times that observed with the gold sensor (11%).
The large spectral shifts and absorption signals confirm the unprecedented sensitivity of our
graphene biosensor to the complex refractive index
of the target molecule. For similar IR-frequency
plasmons, the graphene atomic thickness leads
to a higher confinement, resulting in a much larger
spatial overlap between the mid-IR plasmonic
field and the analyte. Figure 3C shows the nearfield distribution of LSPR modes in graphene
nanoribbons and gold dipole arrays calculated
with a finite-element method. The field hotspots
are located at the endpoints of the gold dipole
and along the edges of the graphene nanoribbon.

By computing the percentage of near-field intensity confined within a given distance d from the
structure (Fig. 3D), we observe that 90% of the mode
energy is confined within 15 nm from the graphene
surface, whereas the same percentage is spread
over a distance 500 nm away from the gold surface, thus confirming the tighter field confinement of
graphene in the mid-IR. As the biosensing signal
comes only from the field inside the target volume,
we also calculate the field overlap with an 8-nmthick protein bilayer, which is 29% for graphene
versus only 4% for gold. The near-field intensity
overlap can be experimentally extracted as the ratio of the relative resonance shift (Dw/w) and the
permittivity variation (ep – eair) (24). This estimate
yields 26% and 5% field overlap for graphene and
gold, in good agreement with simulations (see
above). These results demonstrate the ability of
graphene to provide stronger light-protein interactions beyond state-of-the-art metallic plasmonic
sensors; further improvement in the graphene
quality should lead to even better sensitivity and
spectral resolution.
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an empirically calibrated estimator for MBH,
based on the virial motion of ionized gas near the
þ0:8
 109 M⊙ .
SMBH (17), we obtain MBH ¼ 6:9−1:2
All the reported measurement-related uncertainties are derived by a series of simulations
and represent the 16th and 84th quantiles of the
resulting distributions. These simulations indicate a SMBH mass larger than 3.6 × 109 M⊙ at
the 99% confidence level (see sections S1.2 and
S3 in the supplementary materials for more details). Determinations of MBH from single-epoch
spectra of the Hb emission line are known to
also be affected by significant systematic uncertainties, of up to ∼0.3 to 0.4 dex. For a detailed
discussion of some of the systematics and related issues, see section S3 in the supplementary materials. This high MBH is comparable
with some of the most massive BHs known to
date in the local universe (18) or with the masses
of the biggest BHs in the much rarer, more luminous AGN at z ∼ 2 to 4 [e.g., (9)]. The bolometric luminosity of CID–947 is in the range
Lbol ≃ (1.1 to 2.2) × 1046 erg s−1, estimated either
from the observed optical luminosity or the
multiwavelength spectral energy distribution.
Combined with the measured MBH, we derive a
normalized accretion rate of L/LEdd ≃ 0.01 to
0.02. This value is lower, by at least an order of
magnitude, than the accretion rates of known
SMBHs at z ∼ 3.5 [e.g., (9, 10)]. Further assuming a standard radiative efficiency of 10%, we
obtain an e-folding time scale for the SMBH
mass of at least 2.1 × 109 years (Gy) (see section
S3 in the supplementary materials), which is
longer than the age of the universe at z = 3.328.
By contrast, even the most extreme models for

the emergence of “seed” BHs predict masses no
larger than Mseed ∼ 106 M⊙ at z ∼ 10 to 20 [e.g.,
(19)]. Therefore, the SMBH powering CID–947
had to grow at much higher accretion rates and
at a high duty cycle in the past, to account for the
high observed MBH only 1.7 Gy after z ≃ 20. CID–
947 could have evolved from a parent population
similar to the fast-growing SMBHs observed in
z ≳ 5 quasars, which have L/LEdd ∼ 0.5 to 1 and
MBH ≃ 109 M⊙ [e.g., (11, 12)]. The requirement for
a high accretion rate in the very recent past is
supported by the clear presence of a high-velocity
outflow of ionized gas, observed in the rest-frame
ultraviolet spectrum of the source (fig. S4). The
broad absorption features of C IV l1549 and Si
IV l1400 have maximal velocities of vmax ≃
12,000 km s−1. Assuming that this outflow is driven
by radiation pressure, these velocities require accretion rates of L=LEdd ≳ 0:1, as recently as 105 to
106 years before the observed epoch (see section S4
in the supplementary materials). We conclude that
the SMBH powering CID–947 is in the final
stages of growth and that we are witnessing the
shut-down of accretion onto one of the most massive BHs known to date.
The rich collection of ancillary COSMOS multiwavelength data available for CID–947 enables
us to study the basic properties of its host galaxy
(see details in section S2 in the supplementary
materials). A previously published analysis of
the observed spectral energy distribution of
the emission from the source reveals an appreciable stellar emission component, originating
10
from 5:6þ2:8
−0:4  10 M⊙ in stars (20). Our own
analysis provides a yet lower stellar mass, of
þ0:4
 1010 M⊙ . However, we focus on
M∗ ¼ 4:4−0:5
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Fig. 1. The observed Keck/MOSFIRE spectrum and best-fit model for the Hb emission complex of
CID–947. The data are modeled with a linear continuum (dotted), a broadened iron template (dotdashed), and a combination of broad and narrow Gaussians (dashed), which correspond to the Hb and
[O III] emission lines (see section S1.2 in the supplementary materials for details regarding the spectral
modeling). The broad component of Hb has a full width at half maximum of FWHM(Hb) = 11330 km s−1,
which results in MBH = 6.9 × 109 M⊙ and MBH/M∗ = 1/8. The red dashed line illustrates an alternative
scenario, in which the SMBH mass derived from the Hb line width would result in MBH/M∗ = 1/100 [i.e.,
FWHM(Hb) = 3218 km s−1], clearly at odds with the data. The spike at lrest ≃ 4640 Å is due to a sky
feature. The bottom panel shows the residuals of the best-fit model.
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early cosmic epochs (high redshifts, z) requires
the most basic properties of SMBHs and their
hosts, including masses and growth rates, to be
observed. Several observational studies found that
at z ≤ 2 (more than 3.3 billion years after the Big
Bang), the typical BH-to-stellar mass ratio, MBH/M∗,
increases toward higher redshifts (6–8), suggesting that some SMBHs were able to gather mass
more efficiently, or faster, than the stellar populations in their hosts. To date, measurements of
MBH at earlier epochs (z > 2) have only been
conducted for small samples of extremely luminous objects [LAGN > 1046 erg s−1; (9–12)]
representing a rare subset of all accreting SMBHs,
with number densities on the order of 1 to 10 per
Gpc3 [i.e., ∼ 10−9 to 10−8 Mpc−3; (13)]. Moreover,
the high AGN luminosities in such sources overwhelm the host galaxy emission and prohibit a
reliable determination of M∗, and therefore of
MBH/M∗. We initiated an observational campaign aimed at estimating MBH in x-ray–selected,
unobscured z ∼ 3 to 4 AGN within the Cosmic
Evolution Survey field [COSMOS; (14)]. Such
sources have lower AGN luminosities and are
more abundant than the aforementioned luminous sources by factors of 100 to 1000 [e.g., (13,
15)] and thus form a more representative
subset of the general AGN population. Moreover, the fainter AGN luminosities and rich multiwavelength coverage of AGN within the COSMOS
field enable reliable measurements of the mass
and growth rate of the stellar populations in the
host galaxies (M∗ and star-formation rate, SFR).
CID–947 is an x-ray–selected, unobscured AGN
at z = 3.328, detected in both XMM-Newton and
Chandra x-ray imaging data of the COSMOS field
[see fig. S4 and sections S2 and S4 in the supplementary materials (16)]. We obtained a nearinfrared (IR) K-band spectrum of CID–947 using
the MOSFIRE instrument at the W. M. Keck telescope, which at z = 3.328 covers the hydrogen
Hb broad emission line (see details in section S1
in the supplementary materials). The calibrated
spectrum shows a very broad Hb emission line,
among other features (Fig. 1). Our spectral analysis indicates that the monochromatic AGN lumiþ0:07

nosity at rest-frame 5100 Å is L5100 ¼ 3:58−0:08
45
−1
10 ergs . The typical line-of-sight velocity [i.e.,
the full-width at half-maximum of the line] is
−1
(see section S1.2 in the sup11; 330þ800
−870 kms
plementary materials). By combining this line
width with the observed L5100 and relying on
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tions involve different scenarios for the decay of
star formation in the galaxy (see section S5 in
the supplementary materials) and predict final

stellar masses in the range M∗(z = 0) ≃ (2 to 7) ×
1011 M⊙, which is about an order of magnitude
higher than the observed mass at z = 3.328. The

Fig. 2. A comparison of CID–947 with a compilation of observed MBH and M∗ estimates in the
local universe [adapted from (4), assuming the tabulated bulge-to-total fractions]. CID–947 (red
star) has a very high BH-to-stellar mass ratio of MBH/M∗ ≃ 1/10. The asymmetric error bars shown on
MBH and M∗ represent measurement-related uncertainties, while the symmetric ones demonstrate
systematic uncertainties of 0.3 dex (on MBH) and 0.1 dex (on M∗). The masses inferred for
subsequent growth scenarios are highlighted as empty red stars. The CID–947 system is expected to
evolve only mildly in MBH (perhaps to ∼1010 M⊙), but M∗ should grow to at least 2 × 1011 M⊙, and possibly
to as much as ∼7 × 1011 M⊙, by z = 0. The local galaxies NGC 1277 and M87, which could be considered as
descendants of systems like CID–947, are highlighted as filled symbols [(25) and (27), respectively]. Some
studies suggest these galaxies to have somewhat higher MBH, and therefore relatively high mass
ratios, of MBH/M∗ = 1/7 and 1/127, respectively (24, 28).
Fig. 3. The observed cosmic evolution of the BH-to-stellar mass ratio,
MBH/M∗, and its extrapolation
beyond z ∼ 2. CID–947 (red star) has
MBH/M∗ = 1/8 at z ≃ 3.3, which is
higher by a factor of at least ∼50 than
the typical value in local, inactive
galaxies (at most, MBH/M∗ ∼ 1/500;
dotted line). The error bars shown
for CID–947 represent only the
measurement-related uncertainties,
propagating the uncertainties on MBH
and on M∗. The different data points
at z < 2 represent typical (median)
values for several samples with
MBH/M∗ estimates, with uncertainties
representing the scatter within each
sample [filled symbols, open circles,
and open triangles represent samples
from (7), (29), and (6), respectively;
adapted from (7)]. Even compared to
the extrapolation of the evolutionary trend supported by these lower-redshift data, MBH/M∗ ∼ (z + 1)2
[dashed line, scaled as in (30)], CID–947 has a significantly higher MBH/M∗.
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the previously determined, higher stellar mass,
as a conservative estimate. The source is also
detected at far-IR and (sub)millimeter wavelengths, which allows us to constrain the SFR
in the host galaxy to about 400 M⊙ year−1. The
stellar mass of the host galaxy is consistent
with the typical value for star-forming galaxies
at z ∼ 3 to 4 [i.e., the “break” in the mass function of galaxies; (21)]. Similarly, the combination
of M∗ and SFR is consistent with the typical
values observed at z ∼ 3 to 4, which appear to
follow the so-called main sequence of starforming galaxies (22). Thus, the host galaxy
of CID–947 is a typical star-forming galaxy for
its redshift, representing a population with a
number density of about 5 × 10−5 Mpc−3 [e.g.,
(21)]. This suggests that neither the intense,
ionizing radiation that emerged during the fast
SMBH growth, nor the AGN-driven outflow,
have quenched star formation in the host galaxy. The relatively high stellar mass and SFR of
the host galaxy further suggest that it is
unlikely that the AGN affected the host in yet
earlier epochs. That is, even in this case of extreme
SMBH growth, there is no sign of AGN-driven
suppression of star formation in the host.
Our analysis indicates that the BH-to-stellar
mass ratio for CID–947 is MBH/M∗ ≃ 1/8. In
comparison, most local (dormant) high-mass
BHs typically have MBH/M∗ ∼ 1/700 to 1/500
[see Fig. 2 and, e.g., (4, 23)]. The MBH/M∗ value
that we find for CID–947 is thus far higher
than typically observed in high-mass systems
in the local universe, by at least an order of
magnitude and more probably by a factor of
about 50. The only local system with a comparably extreme mass ratio is the galaxy NGC
1277, which was reported to have MBH/M∗ ≃ 1/7
[with MBH = 1.7 × 1010 M⊙ ≃ 2.5 × MBH(CID–
947); see (24), but also (25)]. At earlier epochs
(still z < 2), the general trend is for MBH/M∗ to
increase slightly with redshift, but typically not
beyond MBH/M∗ ∼ 1/100 (see Fig. 3). Only a few
systems with reliable estimates of MBH show
MBH/M∗ reaching as high as 1/30 [e.g., (6–8)].
Given the high masses of both the SMBH and
stellar population in CID–947, we expect this
system to retain an extreme MBH/M∗ throughout its evolution, from z = 3.328 to the presentday universe. Because the MBH that we find is
already comparable to the most massive BHs
known, it is unlikely that the SMBH will experience any further appreciable growth (i.e.,
beyond MBH ≃ 1010 M⊙). Indeed, if the SMBH
accretes at the observed rate through z = 2, it
will reach the extreme value of ∼1010 M⊙, and
by z = 1 it will have a final mass of ∼2.5 × 1010 M⊙.
As for the host galaxy, we can constrain its subsequent growth following several different assumptions. First, if one simply assumes that the
galaxy will become as massive as the most massive
galaxies in the local universe [M∗ ≃ 1012 M⊙; (26)],
then the implied final mass ratio is on the order
of MBH/M∗ ∼ 1/100. Alternatively, we consider
more realistic scenarios for the future growth of
the stellar population, relying on the observed
mass (M∗) and growth rate (SFR). Our calcula-
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ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY

Exceptionally low daily energy
expenditure in the bamboo-eating
giant panda
Yonggang Nie,1* John R. Speakman,2,3* Qi Wu,1* Chenglin Zhang,4 Yibo Hu,1
Maohua Xia,4 Li Yan,1 Catherine Hambly,3 Lu Wang,2 Wei Wei,1
Jinguo Zhang,4 Fuwen Wei1†
The carnivoran giant panda has a specialized bamboo diet, to which its alimentary tract
is poorly adapted. Measurements of daily energy expenditure across five captive and
three wild pandas averaged 5.2 megajoules (MJ)/day, only 37.7% of the predicted value (13.8
MJ/day). For the wild pandas, the mean was 6.2 MJ/day, or 45% of the mammalian expectation.
Pandas achieve this exceptionally low expenditure in part by reduced sizes of several vital
organs and low physical activity. In addition, circulating levels of thyroid hormones thyroxine
(T4) and triiodothyronine (T3) averaged 46.9 and 64%, respectively, of the levels expected
for a eutherian mammal of comparable size. A giant panda–unique mutation in the DUOX2 gene,
critical for thyroid hormone synthesis, might explain these low thyroid hormone levels.
A combination of morphological, behavioral, physiological, and genetic adaptations, leading
to low energy expenditure, likely enables giant pandas to survive on a bamboo diet.

T

he giant panda (Ailuropoda melanoleuca)
is an enigmatic, critically endangered bear
endemic to China. Its diet is made up almost exclusively of bamboo, but it retains
a short carnivoran alimentary tract and,
consequently, has very low digestive efficiency
(1–3). Therefore, the giant panda must feed for a
large part of each day and consume large quantities of food relative to its body mass (1, 4). This
has led to speculation that giant pandas must
also have low metabolic rates to achieve a daily
energy balance (1). We report the first measurements of daily energy expenditure (DEE) of captive and free-living giant pandas, measured using
the doubly labeled water (DLW) method (5) (see
supplementary materials and methods). We validated these measurements using estimates of

net energy assimilation and matched them with
morphological, behavioral, physiological, and genetic data. We measured the DEE of five captive
and three free-living pandas (supplementary text
S1, tables S1.3 and S1.4). Across the captive individuals, the body mass averaged 91.1 kg and DEE
averaged 4.6 ± 0.9 MJ/day (±SEM) (n = 5 animals). In the wild, the equivalent values were
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inferred final mass ratio is MBH/M∗ ∼ 1/50. This
growth can only occur if star formation continues
for a relatively long period (≥1 Gy) and at a high
rate (>50 M⊙ year−1). This would require the
presence of a substantial reservoir, or the accretion, of cold gas, which, however, could not increase the SMBH mass by much. Finally, in the
most extreme scenario, the star formation shuts
down almost immediately (i.e., due to the AGNdriven outflow), and the system remains “frozen” at MBH/M∗ ∼ 1/10 throughout cosmic time.
If the SMBH does indeed grow further (i.e.,
beyond 1010 M⊙), this would imply yet higher
MBH/M∗. Thus, the inferred final BH-to-stellar
mass ratio for CID–947 is, in the most extreme
scenarios, about MBH/M∗ ∼ 1/100, and probably
much higher (see Fig. 2).
CID–947 therefore represents a progenitor of
the most extreme, high-mass systems in the local
universe, like NGC 1277. Such systems are not
detected in large numbers, perhaps due to observational selection biases. The above considerations indicate that the local relics of systems
like CID–947 are galaxies with at least M∗ ∼ 5 ×
1011 M⊙. Such systems are predominantly quiescent (i.e., with low star-formation rates, SFR ≪
1 M⊙ year−1) and relatively rare in the local universe, with typical number densities on the order
of ∼10−5 Mpc−3 (26). We conclude that CID–
947 provides direct evidence that at least some
of the most massive BHs, with MBH ≳ 1010 M⊙ ,
already in place just 2 Gy after the Big Bang, did
not shut down star formation in their host galaxies. The host galaxies may experience appreciable mass growth in later epochs, without much
further black hole growth, resulting in very high
stellar masses but still relatively high MBH/M∗.
Lower-mass systems may follow markedly different coevolutionary paths. However, systems with
MBH/M∗ as high as in CID–947 may be not as
rare as previously thought, as they can be consistently observed among populations with number densities on the order of ∼10−5 Mpc−3, both
at z > 3 and in the local universe, and not just
among the rarest, most luminous quasars.
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Black hole out of kilter with theory
It is believed that black holes and their host galaxies coevolve, with the feedback from the black hole inducing star
formation. Such a scenario requires certain timing and mass constraints for the black hole and the star-forming gas.
Trakhtenbrot et al. looked at high−red shift galaxies, when the universe was only about 2 billion years old. They found a
black hole that developed to maturity much earlier than would be expected and was about 10% of the total galactic mass
−−much more than expected. Moreover, star formation continued after it would have been expected to stop.
Science, this issue p. 168

